
Face Unlock with Machine 
Learning in Scratch



Brainstorm and objective

❖ Most phones nowadays have a feature called face unlock. This is a fast and 
easiest way to unlock your phone rather than using finger print or a passcode. 

❖ It uses an infrared flood light to illuminate your face, which will work regardless of 
your surrounding lighting as it’s outside of the visible spectrum.

❖ In this project you will create an image type project to simulate what a phone is 
going through when it is scanning your face



Machine learning model

❖ Create a new project on 
aicode101.com

❖ Call it “Face Unlock” or 
anything you prefer, and 
set the type to “Image”



Creating the labels



Train your model

❖ If satisfied with your labels and samples, you may click “Run Training” 

❖ If everything goes smoothly, you should get a notification saying 
‘Training in Progress’. 

❖ After the training is completed, you should be able to see the “Test 
Your Training”



Test your training

❖ Click “Run a Test” button to test your training with some images other than 
the ones you already entered as labels and Terms to be sure it was trained 
correctly. Evaluation data should be different from your input data

❖ Your testing result returns what is recognized (your labels) with a confidence 
percentage for each label. The higher percentage label represents the ML 
decision

❖ If your testing gives an incorrect answer, 

❖ Consider adding more images to improve your 
training data

❖ Check if the main features of your evaluation 
images vary too much from your drawings

❖ If satisfied with your testing, you may click 
“SATISFIED WITH YOUR RESULTS”, to apply your ML 
models



ML with scratch code

❖ Once the training is complete and you’re happy with the 
results, it’s time to apply your model



Machine Learning Extension

To implement machine learning in 
scratch, you need the ‘Scratch 
Image ML’ extension from your 
machine learning model

Click the 
“Extensions” 

button at the 
bottom left

You will see 
three ML 

extensions

Select the 
Scratch Image 
ML extension

You should now 
have a new 
block type for this 
extension

Follow the instruction, you should 
be able to see a few new Machine 
Learning blocks just trained from 
your Machine Learning model, 
which you can’t see from the web 
scratch.mit.edu



Make a blank sprite with this code

❖ Delete the cat sprite and paint another sprite

❖ Go to the costume tab and leave the first 
one blank



Backdrops
You will paint 3 backdrops

Use the rectangle and text tools



Gathering the blocks

❖ When the green flag is clicked it will switch the scanning backdrop and wait 2 seconds. 
The picture you will upload will go to x: 0 y: 150 and if label of current image is granted 
then broadcast granted, if not then broadcast denied.



Complete code for the sprite

❖ The machine learning block will 
determine if it will send out a message 
to the backdrop to accept or deny the 
face that is uploaded. 



To test the code

❖ Go to sprite costume

❖ On the bottom left, Upload a pic from camera

❖ Click green flag

❖ It should switch backdrops according to the face you 
upload
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